ANTIETAM ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
CLASSROOM ADDITION

SCHOOL DIVISION WIDE ENROLLMENT FORECAST

- Thirteen (13) net classroom addition will add 312 “new” seats
- Planning capacity increases from 616 seats to 928 seats
- Addition addresses long term classroom needs
- Anticipate removal of existing trailers
- Boundary change necessary to balance student enrollment
- Boundary Committee to be formed Spring 2019
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DESIGN PROGRAMMING REQUIREMENTS

- 13 CLASSROOM ADDITION (net - based on 24 students per room)
  - New classrooms must be prioritized based on the needs of the youngest grade level first per State Department of Education Standards
  - To include restrooms and appropriate resource spaces
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PRELIMINARY PROJECT SCHEDULE

Feb 2018 - Aug 2019  Addition constructed
August 2019  Construction work complete and school has full use of facility